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Comment on “Amplification under the Standard
Quantum Limit”

Quantum limits on optical amplification have bee
widely discussed theoretically in the last decade [
and several experiments [2–5] have crossed the stan
quantum limit (SQL). In a recent Letter [6], D’Ariano
Machiavello, and Paris reported on Monte Carlo simu
tion of a saturated laser amplifier, and claimed to beat
SQL in this system.

This claim, however, is based on a binary “on
“off” large-signalnoise-figure calculation in a saturate
nonlinear device. Here we point out that the 3 dB SQ
for a phase-insensitive amplifier only has a well defin
meaning in alinear regime [1], i.e., either for a smal
signal linearized regime or for a truly linear device. F
a nonlinear device which modifies the statistics betwe
input and output, the noise figure based on a large sig
as in [6], must be used with caution since the noise fig
is no longer easily related to the information degradat
as expressed in symbol error probability [or bit error ra
(BER)]. For digital coding, BER, not the signal-to-nois
ratio (SNR), is the quantity of relevance to evaluate t
information transfer efficiency [7].

In Ref. [6], the gainG and the noise figureR are,
respectively, defined by

G 
Sout

Sin
, R 

sS 2yN din

sS 2yN dout
, (1)

where S and N denote signal and noise at the inp
(in) and at the output (out) of the amplifier. In [6], th
quantitiesS andN are defined for on-off modulation as

S  kÔlon 2 kÔloff, N 
1
2 skDÔ2lon 1 kDÔ2loffd ,

(2)

whereÔ is the detected observable, and the bracketsk· · ·l
denote an ensemble average.

Let us show by an example that, for a nonline
device, the noise figureR defined as above [6] does no
account for the efficiency of the information transfer
the system, and therefore is not relevant to the SQL.
us consider an optical repeater based on a detector
electronic decision circuitry triggering a powerful lase
The transfer function of this device is described asÔout 
hPo , if Ôin $ Pth, and0, if Ôin , Pthj, where Pth is
the decision threshold. Assume now equal probabi
(equal average numbers of zeros and ones) on-off key
with zero photons in the off state and a coherent sta
with knl photons on the average in the on state. T
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input SNR is sS 2yN din  2knl. Setting, for example,
the decision thresholdPth to one input photon, the outpu
SNR is given bysS 2yN dout  2seknl 2 1d, leading to a
noise figureR  knlyseknl 2 1d. Here,Po was assumed
large enough that the relative output laser fluctuatio
could be neglected. As shown by this example,R (as it
is defined in [6]) not only can be less than 3 dB, but al
less than 0 dB (unity), corresponding to an improveme
of SNR. Yet, there is of course no improvement
the BER since symbol errors are introduced when
digital “one” is interpreted as a “zero,” which is no
reduced by a threshold function. This illustrates that f
a nonlinear device the noise figureR of [6] cannot be
used directly to assess the information degradation,
henceR cannot be compared to the 3 dB SQL for
linear phase-insensitive amplifier. Thus, the conclus
in Ref. [6] on “amplification below the standard quantu
limit” is unwarranted.

If the noise figure instead is defined for a small sign
input, which should be a small linearizable modulatio
S  dkÔl around a given working point, the model use
by the authors of [6] would likely show that a saturate
laser amplifier does not go below the SQL.

We acknowledge useful discussions with Philipp
Grangier and Jean-Fran¸cois Roch.
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